Most students do not naturally have the tools to deal with the type of overwhelming situations coming up in society today. Often they are not
only left to deal with them by themselves, but end up in a peer-support role without background knowledge or experience. As the adults in their
lives, we must lead by example and encourage dialogue, especially about sensitive topics. We may not feel fully equipped, but as potentially the
only person these students can turn to, we have to be ready to be “the one” who makes an impact. w w w . m a r g a r e t s l e g a c y . c o m

HOW TO MAXIMIZE GROWTH & LEARNING WHEN DISCUSSING SENSITIVE TOPICS
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CREATE A SAFE SPACE: It is important that students feel that your class is a “judgment free”
zone where they can say anything and not feel like it will be turned against them.
Collaborate on setting “ground rules” for proper etiquette inside and outside the classroom.
Post these expectations on the wall. Black and white consequences for not following the
rules should be established as well.
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GET TO KNOW YOUR STUDENTS: Consider having students write to you anonymously on a
regular basis with topics of interest and concern. This will help you understand where they
are coming from and predict how they will interpret, synthesize, and project certain
perspectives. Once you know your players, you can do your own research and make a
plan for how you will help your students approach topics more sensitively. Curricular goals
in subjects such as Language, Social Studies and Media Literacy can all be met using
student driven topics.
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HOLOCAUST EDUCATION

MAKE YOUR STUDENTS PART OF THE LEARNING PROCESS: It is critical that students research
these topics on their own. Remind them of the “ground rules” before they prepare. Have
them brainstorm solutions to difﬁcult topics. Let them ﬁnd answers to their own questions,
conduct an inquiry, talk to people, and learn more to make the topic meaningful for them.
Encourage them to look at opposite viewpoints and discuss challenges of media bias &
inaccuracies. What sources are considered valid or evidence based? Discuss fact vs.
opinion. How can two facts seem completely contradictory?
REAL LIFE CONNECTIONS: Encourage students to connect the topic to their own lives. For
example, there may be no one in the class who is Jewish or who has grandparents who
survived the Holocaust; however, there are still ways for classmates to relate. EVERYONE
can think of a time that they were targeted or discriminated against because of something
beyond their control. The Holocaust transcends “just a history lesson”, and can become a
springboard for open dialogue, valuable connection, and social emotional development.
EXPLORE OPINIONS & PROMOTE DIALOGUE: Once students have researched their desired
topic thoroughly, they should be ready to form and express their own opinions and points
of view respectfully. Students should recognize that another point of view is valid even if it
differs with theirs. Consider showing them the “Point of View Paradox” from “The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People” by Stephen Covey. You can follow with an “opinion continuum”
exercise where they show whether they “agree,” “strongly agree,” “disagree,” “strongly
disagree” or are “not sure”.
TAKE A VALUES APPROACH: You have already laid the “ground rules” from the beginning,
but hot topic convos can get out of hand quickly. Check in with your students often to
make sure the emotional “temperature” stays healthy in your classroom. The last thing you
want to do is lose a student who feels unheard or shut down. Encourage the discussion of
feelings throughout. Help students understand the difference between opinions and
feelings. Having students reﬂect on their own core values would help each individual
student, remaining centered and connected throughout the dialogue process. The
Margaret’s Legacy Mini-Lesson on “Core Values” would be a great tool for this.
COMMUNICATION PARTNERSHIP: Having parents and guardians involved in the
conversation is crucial. Some parents may be skeptical of your openness to discuss difﬁcult
topics, but if they are kept in the loop, they may feel more comfortable with it - and that will
beneﬁt your students greatly. Send home a letter at the beginning of the year about your
open dialogue approach (template available on our website) and invite parents to
communicate with you if they have any questions or concerns. Ask them to keep you
informed if there are any sensitive issues going on in their family so you can be prepared
and extra attentive. As you move through hot topics, you could send home a "questions to
ask your child" type "cheat sheet" to help guide their dinner time conversations.
ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS: When your students hit a topic they are particularly
passionate about, encourage a social action or community service project related to the
issue. Consider taking them to volunteer with a related organization, have them write letters
or articles, develop a fund-raiser or awareness event, or set up a meeting at city hall so they
can share their ideas with local politicians.
GROWTH & REFLECTION: Encourage self-awareness, growth, and reﬂection. Journaling or
our “social journaling” approach would be helpful for this process. Your students should
consider writing reﬂective thoughts like “How could I have handled myself differently?”,
“What did I do well?”, “What am I proud of?”, “What can I improve on?”, “What do I want
to learn more about?” Consider a lesson on goal setting as a follow up.

